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Abstract: In forest inventory, trees are usually measured using handheld instruments; among the
most relevant are calipers, inclinometers, ultrasonic devices, and laser range finders. Traditional
forest inventory has been redesigned since modern laser scanner technology became available.
Laser scanners generate massive data in the form of 3D point clouds. We have developed a novel
methodology to provide estimates of the tree positions, stem diameters, and tree heights from these
3D point clouds. This dataset was made publicly accessible to test new software routines for the
automatic measurement of forest trees using laser scanner data. Benchmark studies with performance
tests of different algorithms are welcome. The dataset contains co-registered raw 3D point-cloud data
collected on 20 forest inventory sample plots in Austria. The data were collected by two different
laser scanning systems: (1) A mobile personal laser scanner (PLS) (ZEB Horizon, GeoSLAM Ltd.,
Nottingham, UK) and (2) a static terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) (Focus3D X330, Faro Technologies
Inc., Lake Mary, FL, USA). The data also contain digital terrain models (DTMs), field measurements
as reference data (ground-truth), and the output of recent software routines for the automatic tree
detection and the automatic stem diameter measurement.
Dataset: doi:10.5281/zenodo.3698956 (version 1.0)
Dataset License: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0).
Keywords: forest inventory; personal laser scanning data; terrestrial laser scanning data; manual
reference data; benchmarking

1. Summary
The sustainable management of forest ecosystems requires the regular monitoring of the status
and changes in renewable natural resources. Data for these criteria are usually provided by forest
inventories. The forest inventory data are not only used for decision making in forest management
practice, but often serve as an empirical platform for various research activities. In traditional forest
inventories with multiple sample plots, tree attributes are manually measured using mechanical or
optical instruments, such as calipers, hypsometers, compasses, and measuring tapes [1–4]. The most
relevant outcome from a forest inventory is the estimate of the growing stock timber volume. For this
purpose, average per-area-unit values from the multiple sample plots are up-scaled to the entire
survey region. The calculation of the per-area-unit values of the growing stock requires diameter and
height measurements of single trees in each sample plot. These diameter and height measurements
are used as input variables in stem taper models providing single-tree volume estimates that are
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subsequently summed to produce the intended per-area-unit values. Besides measuring the tree
heights and diameters, forest inventory fieldwork also involves the registration of the tree positions to
determine whether a particular tree lies within the boundaries of a sample plot area. In conclusion,
measurement of diameter, height, and stem position is mandatory when forest inventory must provide
total estimates of growing stock.
Since the beginning of forest inventory practice, the instruments, measurement techniques, and
sampling protocols have been continuously enhanced [5]. Only recently has the precise registration
of the complete forest structure in 3D become possible with light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
technology. Since terrestrial laser scanners became available about 20 years ago, studies were initiated to
determine their possible usage in the forestry context and in forest inventory applications in particular
(e.g., References [6–10]). The first-generation terrestrial laser scanners required static positioning, which
necessitated relocating the scanner and conducting multiple scans from different positions (multi-scan
approach (MSA)). Besides the standstill time during the scan process, the MSA consumes extra time
and incurs additional labor costs for the repeated transportation and set-up of the scanner. However,
even under the MSA, shadowing effects are likely, and non-detections of trees easily occur [6,9,11].
Airborne laser scanning (ALS) (e.g., References [12–16]) is able to cover large areas (up to regional
level) and provides an opportunity to complement ground-based inventories, which provide more
detailed information, but sample only limited areas. However, ALS systems are generally unsuitable
for deriving accurate and detailed information of individual trees (tree position at breast height and
dbh). Three-dimensional (3D) ALS point clouds represent tree stems too sparsely, and the derived
information largely depends on the quality and quantity of field reference data [17,18]. Recently,
mobile laser scanning (MLS) systems have become available, which circumvent the high standstill costs
and the incomplete coverage associated with the static positioning of the terrestrial laser scanning TLS
systems (e.g., References [17,19–23]). Hence, as reported by Liang et al. [17], MLS enables the survey of
a larger forest site within a given time budget. However, the 3D point cloud data acquired by MLS
are often less precise and much noisier than the TLS point cloud data because the positioning errors
of the MLS point cloud data propagate along the walking path [17,22,24]. In modern MLS systems,
especially in those constructed as handheld devices, the laser distance measurements in the 3D space
are referenced during the travel with the laser sensor using a simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) algorithm. Laser scanning systems that provide such SLAM technology are hereafter termed
personal laser scanning (PLS) systems in this article.
Much effort is being dedicated to developing novel software routines through which the relevant
single-tree characteristics, including diameter, height, and position, are automatically derived from
3D point cloud data, which were collected by LiDAR sensors. The major goal of these approaches
is to present more efficient and more precise measurements than the traditional forest measurement
techniques that have, thus far, been used in forest inventory. However, in most of the recent research
applications, each study uses its own data for training and performance tests, and the respective
data are often not made publicly available, which makes it hard to compare the performance of the
different algorithms under standardized conditions. Besides these circumstances, fair comparisons
are also hindered as the various studies have used different hardware properties, scanning set-ups,
and performance criteria.
In Liang et al. [5], an international benchmark study was conducted with TLS data collected by
MSA, showing that the single-tree detection rate of different software algorithms ranged from 20 to
100%. A major conclusion of that study was that a fair benchmark test requires three preconditions
to be met: (1) Identical TLS data are used by all candidate approaches, (2) a catalog of the unique
plot- and tree-level target variables are defined; and (3) the results from the different algorithms are
evaluated in comparison with reliable reference information that is independently measured.
The dataset (doi:10.5281/zenodo.3698956 (version 1.0) [25]) presented in this data descriptor
contains co-registered raw 3D point-cloud data collected from 20 forest inventory sample plots in
Austria. The point cloud data were measured using two different laser scanning systems: (1) A PLS
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system (ZEB Horizon, GeoSLAM Ltd., Nottingham, UK [26]) and (2) a static TLS system (Focus3D
X330, Faro Technologies Inc., Lake Mary, FL, USA [27]). The dataset also includes digital terrain
models (DTMs) and reference data. The latter was obtained by field measurements and can serve
as ground truth data. The reference data are comprised of tree positions, tree species information,
and measurements of diameter at breast height (dbh), crown base height, and tree height. Finally,
we also included the results of our software routines for automatic tree detection and automatic stem
diameter measurement, which were recently published in Gollob et al. [28].
The entire dataset will enable fair comparisons of different algorithms using both PLS and TLS
data collected from the same sample plots. The PLS device (ZEB Horizon, GeoSLAM Ltd., Nottingham,
UK [26]) is a new technology that, to the best of our knowledge, has so far only been used by Gollob et
al. [28] in a forest inventory context. The publication of the PLS point cloud data will help others to
enhance their software routines using these novel data.
2. Data Description
The provided dataset includes PLS and TLS point clouds of forest inventory sample plots, digital
terrain models (DTMs) for PLS/TLS, reference data of single trees standing at the sample plots, and a
plot-wise and an overall evaluation of the algorithms presented in Gollob et al. [28] based on the
reference data. The different data subsets are described in detail below.
2.1. PLS/TLS Point Clouds
Point clouds from 20 PLS scans and 17 TLS scans are provided in LAZ format, which is an optimized
compression of the common LAS format. The 17 TLS point clouds have corresponding counterparts
among the PLS clouds, meaning that they were collected in the same sample plots. Three TLS scans
could not be used for the comparison with PLS, due to harvest-related differences in the stand structure.
The individual files are labeled with numeric sample plot IDs ranging from 1 to 20. The LAS format is
commonly intended for the exchange and archiving of the LiDAR point cloud data. It is an open, binary
format specified by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS). According
to standard conventions, a LAS file contains a header block, variable-length records, and the point cloud
data. LAS files can be read, visualized, and processed with common software programs for point cloud
processing (e.g., CloudCompare [29]), and they can also be handled with the free statistical software R
(R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) [30], using the lidR [31] and rlas [32] packages
in particular. Table 1 describes the number of 3D points and the required scan time for the PLS/TLS point
clouds. Table 2 describes the point data header fields.
2.2. Digital Terrain Models (DTMs)
The DTMs from the 20 PLS and 17 TLS 3D point clouds are provided in TIF format and have the
same local reference system as the LAZ and LAS files of the point clouds. The individual files are
named according to the sample plot IDs ranging from 1 to 20. The DTMs were generated using the
grid_terrain() function in the R package lidR [31] with a 20 × 20 cm pixel resolution. The pixel values
of the TIF files represent the estimated ground height in m units. Table 3 summarizes the DTMs in the
20 sample plots.
2.3. Reference Data and Results of an Automatic Tree Detection and dbh Estimation Algorithm
The reference dataset is provided in a comma-separated values (CSV) file (reference_data.csv)
and contains the manual measurements of the single-tree attributes. This CSV file also contains binary
(true/false) variables that indicate the automatic detection in the TLS and PLS point clouds, providing
the dbh estimates from various approaches; both were achieved with the methodology presented in
Gollob et al. [28]. Missing values are represented by “NA” entries. Each row represents a single tree.
Table 4 summarizes the reference measurements in the 20 sample plots using a lower dbh threshold of
5 cm. Table 5 describes the CSV header fields.
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Table 1. A number of 3D points and scanning time for personal laser scanner (PLS) and terrestrial laser
scanner (TLS) point cloud data.
Plot_Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

PLS

TLS

No. of 3D Points

Scan Time (Min)

No. of 3D Points

Scan Time (Min)

56,611,058
39,561,515
65,376,686
84,874,023
84,776,235
61,947,561
68,107,655
89,301,650
87,808,373
44,758,685
68,386,176
48,101,125
76,584,233
32,588,141
65,827,042
66,709,730
57,766,481
61,846,976
36,971,082
45,658,647

9.1
7.3
11.7
12.0
13.4
10.7
13.9
13.5
15.5
8.5
11.4
10.6
13.1
8.6
10.6
12.1
9.8
11.0
8.0
8.3

54,200,866
NA
51,758,722
54,241,249
60,538,323
56,786,129
48,311,934
50,517,017
73,871,487
67,626,474
52,367,494
55,318,186
60,120,291
59,840,384
61,178,842
61,928,447
57,557,937
61,994,593
NA
NA

32.6
NA
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.6
NA
NA

Table 2. Dataset fields describing PLS and TLS point clouds. ALS, Airborne laser scanning.
Header

Description

Unit

X

X coordinate in local coordinate reference system

m

Y

Y coordinate in local coordinate reference system

m

Z

Z coordinate in local coordinate reference system

m

gpstime

Time at which the point was recorded; always 0 for TLS; starts from 0 for PLS

s

Intensity

Intensity of the returned pulse; always 0 for TLS

-

ReturnNumber

Pulse return number for a given output pulse; created for ALS, not meaningful
for PLS/TLS; always 0

-

NumberOfReturns

Total number of returns for a given pulse; created for ALS, not meaningful
for PLS/TLS

-

ScanDirectionFlag

Direction at which the scanner mirror was traveling at the time of the output
pulse; created for ALS, not meaningful for PLS/TLS; always 0

-

EdgeOfFlightline

A value of 1 only when the point is at the end of a scan; created for ALS, not
meaningful for PLS/TLS; always 0

-

Classification

1: Vegetation point; 2: Ground point

-

Synthetic_flag

If set, this point was created by a technique other than LiDAR collection;
always FALSE

-

Keypoint_flag

If set, this point is considered to be a model key-point; always FALSE

-

Withheld_flag

If set, this point should not be included in processing; always FALSE

-

ScanAngleRank

The angle at which the laser point was output from the laser system, including
the roll of the aircraft; created for ALS, not meaningful for PLS/TLS; always 0

degrees

UserData

Can be used at the user’s discretion; always 0

-

PointSourceID

Value of 0 implies that this point originated in this file; always 0

-
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Table 3. Summary statistics of digital terrain models (DTMs).
# of sample plots

20
20 × 20 cm

pixel resolution
Mean

SD

Min

Max

PLS

minimum height (m)
maximum height (m)
mean height (m)
height difference (m)
SD height (m)

−7.7
5.0
−1.1
12.7
3.2

2.0
2.4
0.5
4.1
1.1

−12.0
0.3
−1.9
4.2
0.8

−3.9
8.7
0.1
20.5
5.3

TLS

minimum height (m)
maximum height (m)
mean height (m)
height difference (m)
SD height (m)

−6.1
5.6
0.0
11.7
3.0

2.1
2.3
0.5
4.2
1.1

−10.6
1.7
−1.0
4.1
0.8

−2.4
9.2
1.2
19.5
5.1

Note: Minimum height, minimum pixel value per sample plot; maximum height, maximum pixel value per sample
plot; mean height, average pixel value per sample plot; height difference, maximum difference in pixel values per
sample plot; SD height, standard deviation of pixel values per sample plot.

Table 4. Summary statistics of reference measurements on sample plots.
# of sample plots

20

# of trees

2524

# of trees/sample plot

slope (%)
dbh (cm)
h (m)
cb (m)

126.2
Mean

SD

Min

Max

29.4
18.7
21.9
11.4

10.2
13.0
9.9
7.2

10.5
5.0
4.0
0.0

51.0
74.0
44.4
29.9

Note: Slope, terrain slope of sample plot; dbh, diameter at breast height; h, tree height; cb, height of crown base.

Table 5. Dataset fields describing reference data and automatic tree detection and dbh estimation results.
Header

Description

Unit

plot_id

Sample plot ID

-

slope

Terrain slope of sample plot

m

tree_id

Z coordinate

m

X

X coordinate of the tree

m

Y

Y coordinate of the tree

m

tree_spec

Tree species: be, beech (Fagus silvatica); sp, spruce (Picea abies); fir, fir (Abies alba); la, larch (Larix decidua); oak,
oak (Quercus petraea, Q. robur); pin, pine (Pinus silvestris, P. nigra, P. strobus); pop, poplar (Populus nigra, P. x
hybrida); sall; sallow (Salix spec.); bir, birch (Betula pendula, B. pubescens); hb, hornbeam (Caprinus betulus); cher,
cherry (Prunus avium); map; maple (Acer pseudoplatanus, A. platanoides, A. campestre); elm, elm (Ulmus glabra,
U. minor); ash, ash (Fraxinus excelsior)

-

dbh

Diameter at breast height (1.3 m above ground)

cm

h

Tree height

m

cb

Height of crown base

m

scanner

Used scanner device: PLS/TLS, PLS, TLS

-

detection_PLS

Tree was detected: correct, non, false; using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

-

detection_TLS

Tree was detected: correct, non, false; using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

-

d_circ_PLS

Estimated dbh with circle fit to the PLS data, using the circular cluster method of Müller and Garlipp [33]

cm
cm

d_circ_TLS

Estimated dbh with circle fit to the TLS data, using the circular cluster method of Müller and Garlipp [33]

d_circ2_PLS

Estimated dbh with circle fit to the PLS data, using the least-squares-based algorithm of Chernov [34]

cm

d_circ2_TLS

Estimated dbh with circle fit to the TLS data, using the least-squares-based algorithm of Chernov [34]

cm
cm

d_ell_PLS

Estimated dbh with ellipse fit to the PLS data, using the least-squares-based algorithm of Fitzgibbon et al. [35]

d_ell_TLS

Estimated dbh with ellipse fit to the TLS data, using the least-squares-based algorithm of Fitzgibbon et al. [35]

cm

d_gam_PLS

Estimated dbh with spline fit to the PLS data, using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm

d_gam_TLS

Estimated dbh with spline fit to the TLS data, using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm

d_tegam_PLS

Estimated dbh with tensor spline fit to the PLS data, using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm

d_tegam_TLS

Estimated dbh with tensor spline fit to the TLS data, using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm
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2.4. Evaluation of Automatic Tree Detection and dbh Estimation
The detailed results of the automatic tree detection and diameter estimation presented
in Gollob et al. [28] are provided as three comma-separated value (CSV) files. The plot-wise
evaluations with the PLS and the TLS data are contained in two separate files, PLS_plotwise.csv
and TLS_plotwise.csv, respectively. An extra file, PLS_TLS_overall.csv, contains overall performance
measures that were evaluated across the entire set of sample plots. The performance of the algorithms
was assessed in comparison with the reference data (see Section 3.3.) and in terms of the following
characteristics: Detection rate, commission rate, overall accuracy, root-mean-square error (RMSE),
and bias. Table 6 describes the CSV header fields.
Table 6. Dataset fields describing the evaluation of automatic tree detection and dbh estimation.
Header

Description

Unit

plot_id

Sample plot ID

-

scanner

Used scanner device: PLS (ZEB Horizon, GeoSLAM Ltd., Nottingham, UK [26]), TLS (Focus3D X330, Faro
Technologies Inc., Lake Mary, FL, USA [27])

-

dr

Detection rate

%

c

Commission rate

%

acc

Overall accuracy

%

RMSE_d_circ

RMSE of dbh estimated by circle fit using the circular cluster method of Müller and Garlipp [33]

cm

RMSE_d_circ2

RMSE of dbh estimated by circle fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Chernov [34]

cm
cm

RMSE_d_ell

RMSE of dbh estimated by ellipse fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Fitzgibbon et al. [35]

RMSE_d_gam

RMSE of dbh estimated by spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm

RMSE_d_tegam

RMSE of dbh estimated by tensor spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm

RMSErel_d_circ

Relative RMSE of dbh estimated by circle fit using the circular cluster method of Müller and Garlipp [33]

%

RMSErel_d_circ2

Relative RMSE of dbh estimated by circle fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Chernov [34]

%

RMSErel_d_ell

Relative RMSE of dbh estimated by ellipse fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Fitzgibbon et al. [35]

%

RMSErel_d_gam

Relative RMSE of dbh estimated by spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

%

RMSErel_d_tegam

Relative RMSE of dbh estimated by tensor spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

%

bias_d_circ

Bias of dbh estimated by circle fit using the circular cluster method of Müller and Garlipp [33]

cm

bias_d_circ2

Bias of dbh estimated by circle fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Chernov [34]

cm
cm

bias_d_ell

Bias of dbh estimated by ellipse fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Fitzgibbon et al. [35]

bias_d_gam

Bias of dbh estimated by spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm

bias_d_tegam

Bias of dbh estimated by tensor spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

cm

biasrel_d_circ

Relative bias of dbh estimated by circle fit using the circular cluster method of Müller and Garlipp [33]

%

biasrel_d_circ2

Relative bias of dbh estimated by circle fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Chernov [34]

%
%

biasrel_d_ell

Relative bias of dbh estimated by ellipse fit using the least-squares-based algorithm of Fitzgibbon et al. [35]

biasrel_d_gam

Relative bias of dbh estimated by spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

%

biasrel_d_tegam

Relative bias of dbh estimated by tensor spline fit using the algorithm of Gollob et al. [28]

%

3. Methods
3.1. Study Area, Sample Plots, and Reference Data
The data were collected in the training areal of the University of Natural Resources and Life
Sciences Vienna, Austria (BOKU) located in the forest district Ofenbach near Forchtenstein village.
Throughout the entire forest area, the BOKU Institute of Forest Growth maintains a permanently
repeated measures forest inventory. The measurements of the total of 554 sample plots started in
1989, and each year, one-fifth (approx. 111 plots) of the total sample size is regularly remeasured.
The sample plots were systematically aligned on a regular grid with a mesh width of 141.4 × 141.4 m.
As a standard inventory method, Bitterlich relascope sampling [36–38] was conducted at each sample
plot using a constant basal area factor of 4 m2 /ha coupled with a lower dbh threshold of 5 cm.
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The provided dataset contains a subsample of 20 plots representing all possible variations with
respect to forest type (broadleaved, coniferous, and mixed), forest structure (from even-aged and
mono-layered to uneven-aged and multi-layered stands), and the inclination of the terrain (flat to
steep). As the Bitterlich method yields incomplete tree patterns resulting from the size-related and
distance-dependent sampling strategy, extra measurements were recorded in March 2019 to provide
complete reference data for 20 m radius fixed-area sample plots. At each of these fixed-area plots,
the position and dbh were measured of all trees having a dbh of 5 cm or greater. In addition, relevant
extra trees were mapped that had a dbh of slightly less than 5 cm to enable the precise discrimination
of false-positive interpretations with the automatic stem-finding software routines.
Tree height and crown-base height were measured on a subsample of 422 randomly selected trees
using a Vertex IV (© Haglöf Sweden AB, Långsele, Sweden). This sample represents the complete set
of existing tree species and the entire range of occurring dbhs.
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In February and March 2018, 17 out of the 20 sample plots surveyed with the PLS system were
also scanned with the static FARO Focus3D X330 TLS system (Figure 2a) using MSA; for further
information on the scanner and the hardware parameter settings, the reader is referred to Gollob et
al. [6]. In our MSA setting, a single scan was conducted from the sample point position, and for three
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The entire walk, including the scan process and the data recording, consumed approximately
7–15 min. As a major advantage compared with the static terrestrial laser variant, the survey with
the portable laser scanner does not require any target marks. These target marks are mandatory for a
precise co-registration of multiple scans with a static TLS system; here, the spatial referencing of PLS
data is performed on-the-fly using the SLAM algorithm.
In February and March 2018, 17 out of the 20 sample plots surveyed with the PLS system were also
scanned with the static FARO Focus3D X330 TLS system (Figure 2a) using MSA; for further information
on the scanner and the hardware parameter settings, the reader is referred to Gollob et al. [6]. In our
MSA setting, a single scan was conducted from the sample point position, and for three additional
scans, the scanner was positioned at the corners of a triangle at a distance of 15 m from the center
(Figure 2b). We found that this alignment provided the best compromise between labor cost and data
quality. As the co-registration of the multiple scans required the extra positioning of target marks,
nine Styrofoam spheres were placed on the sample plot. With static TLS and MSA, the total workload
per sample plot was 49.6 min, out of which 32.6 min were consumed by the pure scan time plus
photography, 12 min by the scanner installation, and 5 min by the installation of the target marks.
When data collection was accomplished with the portable laser scanner, the measurement data
were transferred from the data logger onto a desktop computer using a USB flash drive. GeoSLAM
Hub 5.2.0 software [39] was used for data pre-processing. The implemented SLAM algorithm performs
the geo-tracking of the scanner in an unknown environment and the generation of the 3D point
cloud raw data using both IMU data and feature detection algorithms. In so doing, the scanner
position is registered using a moving time window across the raw data [21]. Since new data are
added, the algorithm uses a linearized model to minimize the error of the IMU measurements together
with the minimum search for the discrepancy between the 3D data points for each respective time
segment [21]. For further details on the SLAM algorithm, the reader is referred to the manufacturer’s
website: https://geoslam.com/slam/. According to the manufacturer, the accuracy of the measured
points of the registered point cloud is 1–3 cm under normal sunlight conditions. The coordinates of the
registered point cloud are represented by a local reference system with the start position of the walking
path (sample point) being fixed at triple zero for the x, y, and z coordinates. The PLS data for each
of the 20 sample plots were exported in LAS format, which is compatible with various point cloud
software. For data export, the parameter settings “100% of points”, “time stamp: scan”, and “point
color:
none”
selected
in GeoSLAM Hub 5.2.0.
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When data collection was accomplished with the portable laser scanner, the measurement data
were transferred from the data logger onto a desktop computer using a USB flash drive. GeoSLAM
Hub 5.2.0 software [39] was used for data pre-processing. The implemented SLAM algorithm
performs the geo-tracking of the scanner in an unknown environment and the generation of the 3D
point cloud raw data using both IMU data and feature detection algorithms. In so doing, the scanner
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The raw TLS scan data were co-registered with the FARO SCENE 6.2 program [40] and by using
the coordinates of the Styrofoam spheres as reference points to merge the multiple scans into a single
comprehensive point cloud. A constant cutoff distance of 30 m was chosen for each of the four scanner
positions. The registered point cloud was represented by a local coordinate system using the first scan
position (reference scan) at the plot center as zero references. The point cloud data were separately
exported as CSV files for each of the 17 sample plots. The CSV TLS point clouds were then imported,
transformed, and exported as LAS files using the functions fread() and write.las() in the R-packages
data.table [41] and rlas [32].
The PLS and TLS point clouds were imported and clipped by an upright-oriented cylinder
with a radius of 21 m and centered at the sample plot using the readLAS() function of the lidR
package [31]. Hence, a 1-m-wide outer buffer was constructed around 20 radius plots. The lasground()
function in the lidR package was then used to classify the data into ground points and vegetation
points. The methodology of the classification implemented in lasground() uses a cloth simulation filter
algorithm introduced by Zhang et al. [42]. Finally, the classified ground points were interpolated with
the k-nearest neighbor method using grid_terrain() function implemented in the lidR package.
3.3. Accuracy of Tree Detection and dbh Measurement
In Gollob et al. [28], the quality of tree detection and dbh measurement was assessed in terms of
three criteria: The detection rate dr (%), the commission error c(%), and the overall accuracy acc(%):
dr ( % ) =
c(%) =

nmatch
× 100,
nref

nfalsepos
nextr

× 100,

acc(%) = 100% − (o(%) + c(%)),

(1)
(2)
(3)

where nmatch is the number of correctly found reference trees, nref is the total number of reference trees,
nfalsepos is the number of tree positions that could not be assigned to an existing tree in the reference
data, nextr is the number of automatically detected tree positions (nmatch + nfalsepos ), and o(%) is the
omission error, defined as 100% − dr (%). The detection rate dr (%) measures the proportion of the
correctly detected tree locations, the commission error c(%) evaluates the proportion of falsely detected
tree locations, and the overall accuracy acc(%) is a combination of the latter two metrics and represents
a global quality criterion.
The precision of the automatic dbh measurements was assessed by means of root-mean-square
error (RMSE) calculated as the square root of the average quadratic distance between the automatic
ˆ i and the corresponding reference measurement dbhi :
measurement dbh
v
u
t
RMSE =

1

nX
match

nmatch

i=1




ˆ i − dbhi 2 .
dbh

(4)

The accuracy of the automatic dbh measurements was assessed in terms of bias:
bias =

1

nX
match

nmatch

i=1




ˆ i − dbhi .
dbh

(5)

The latter two criteria were also calculated as relative measures, that is, as percentage RMSE
(RMSE%) and percentage bias (bias%):
RMSE% =

RMSE
dbh

× 100,

(6)
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bias% =

bias
dbh

with
dbh =

× 100,

1

nX
match

nmatch

i=1

dbhi

(7)

(8)

being the average dbh of the reference data.
To guarantee meaningful comparisons with the results presented in Gollob et al. [28], future users of
this dataset are likewise encouraged to evaluate their results using these performance measures. In this
dataset, we provide the above-described performance measures on two different aggregation levels.
Thus, besides the overall performance measures evaluated across the complete sample, these measures
are also separately reported per sample plot (Section 2.4.).
4. User Notes
The chosen data repository supports versioning of datasets; this data descriptor refers to version
1.0. The dataset will be updated in the future when new 3D data and reference measurements are
collected on this or other sample plots. Users can find updated and original versions of the dataset
under the same doi:10.5281/zenodo.3698956 [25].
5. Discussion
Providing datasets is regarded as essential for benchmarking and comparative performance
tests of the different algorithms, especially in the field of forest inventory, where novel measurement
technology for LiDAR-based sensors is currently being introduced. Only if the same data basis and
the same criteria are used, it is possible to reveal the true potential of PLS compared with TLS in
particular. Beyond the approaches for tree detection and dbh measurement that were presented in
Gollob et al. [28], the dataset also offers the possibility of automatically estimating tree heights and
crown bases from PLS and TLS data, and it also enables the comparison of the achieved results with
the provided reference data. Besides creating new DTMs, other developers can alternatively access
the DTMs provided with this dataset. This will probably help to avoid possible confounding effects
that may occur when different routines are used for vegetation/ground classification or for the spatial
interpolations of DTM grids. However, a direct comparison of the DTMs from both sensors (static
TLS and portable PLS) is not possible because the DTMs derived from both sensors differ in an offset,
which varies per plot. It should be noted that the created DTMs were only valid locally. If DTMs were
required for larger areas, it would be beneficial to use ALS data. In addition to the abovementioned
possible use cases of the dataset, it is also worth noting that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first
publicly available dataset of the GeoSLAM ZEB HORIZON in a forest inventory context. This enables
the reader to assess the data quality provided by the novel device.
Regarding the reference dataset, it is worth noting that these field measurements were recorded with
pencils on paper and thereafter manually transcribed into an electronic database. Thus, the existence
of possible entry errors cannot be excluded. Other possible errors in the manual measurements may
result from imprecise height, diameter, and position measuring, or tilted trees. For the comparison
of algorithms, however, this is only a minor problem, since all algorithms are evaluated against the
same reference data. Regarding the point cloud quality, it is worth noting that in the presented dataset,
instrumental drift and registration inaccuracies were neither a problem for PLS nor TLS.
Initial tests on large experimental stands showed that for PLS, longer recording times (greater
than 30 min) yielded instrumental drift and registration problems, while for TLS, an increasing number
of scans complicates co-registration and adds additional noise. However, a list of tree positions and
dimensions could be created more completely and efficiently with PLS. With TLS, the tree dimensions
(especially the diameters) were more precise.
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